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BASELESS ‘FATWA’ OF THE
AUSTRALIAN IMAM’S COUNCIL
In its erroneous and baseless ‘fatwa’ on the issue of vaccines, the Australian Imam’s
Council states:
“Medication is a religious issue and concern as mentioned by the Prophet Mohammed
(Peace Be Upon Him).”
Every act of the Muslim is a ‘religious’ issue. Nothing of the Muslim is beyond the ambit
of the Shariah. Even the act of Istinja and its methodology is a ‘religious’ issue. Thus, the
significance of issues being religious demands that these issues be executed in strict accord
with the Religion, and for us the Religion is the Shariah structured on the Qur’aan and
Sunnah as expounded, codified and systematized by the Aimmah Mujtahideen of the
Salafus Saaliheen era.
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That the Australian government is one of the vilest agents of Iblees, there is no gainsaying.
It would have been infinitely superior and beneficial for the Imaan of these juhala imams
to have welded their mouths and not intrude into a domain with ignorance thus committing
treachery against Islam and the Ummah with a copro-fatwa utterly bereft of Islamic
substance.
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Citing the Hadith, viz. for every disease there is a cure, the Imam’s Council let loose a red
herring to create the impression that vaccines are a ‘cure’ created by Allah Ta’ala when in
reality this idea is a manifest falsity as thousands of kuffaar medical experts and
scientists have testified. However, the Imam’s Council deemed it prudent to sweep under
the carpet the research and verdicts of an avalanche of experts, and to present for the basis
of its crude and baatil fatwa the view of those atheist experts who are all cogs in shaitaan’s
covid conspiracy. Why has this dishonest council of imams opted for blindness by
completely ignoring the mass of anti-vaccine evidence presented by very senior medical
experts and scientists? Why did this miserable council of bootlicking imams abstain from
justice and fairness by sweeping under the carpet the mass of evidence which damns the
satanic potion of Iblees? The only reason for this chicanery is the bootlicking of this
unfortunate council of imams who believe in the wisdom of bootlicking the Australian
government.

These scoundrel imams have shamelessly and blatantly pretended that their extremely
defective ‘research’ has the status of Wahi. What type of a research is it which totally
excludes the opposite view which effectively exposes the satanism of the vaccine mafia
mob who is perpetrating brutal war crimes on a massive scale with the satanic vaccine
weapon. It is a weapon of mass destruction.
We urge Muslims to read the articles of innumerable experts and scientists who have
blown off the lid from this satanic cauldron in which these devil’s agents are brewing their
witch’s potion to paralyze and decimate humanity. In this brief article we reproduce a brief
expose by a medical doctor. In her article she provides such information which crumbles
and explodes the vaccine LIE.
While according to the Shariah, medical treatment with pure substances is permissible, it
is NEVER Waajib. A man of Taqwa is perfectly within the bounds of the Shariah to
abstain from even lawful medicine. The example of many Sahaabah and Auliya of high
Taqwa and Tawakkul is sufficient testification for this truth.
Treatment for even a known and a real disease is permissible with lawful medicine. For
those with weak Imaan it will be permissible to resort to medical treatment with even
haraam substances if halaal medicine is NOT available and if it is proven that the haraam
substance can cure.
But to invade the human body – a healthy body free of disease – with poison, filth and
haraam substances, is NEVER permissible. The potion of Iblees, i.e. vaccine, is a haraam
witch-cocktail which introduces disease into the body. In a nutshell, vaccination is the
introduction of disease into the human body. This is never permissible in the Shariah. The
permissibility of halaal medicine does not render halaal the introduction of disease into the
body by means of filth and poison. The numerous incidents of damage and death caused
currently by these new covid vaccines loudly screams out the evidence for the hurmat of
vaccines. This is evil and pure shaitaaniyat which the Jaahil Council of Australian Imams
is endorsing to appease and bootlick the Australian government. They are treasonists
against Islam. They have treacherously betrayed the Muslim community.
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The “muslim” doctors with whom these juhala imams consulted are themselves juhala and
munaafiqeen. In fact, they are ignorant even in this secular satanic immunization science.
These moron doctors have hitherto miserably failed to rationally and scientifically refute
the scientific arguments proffered by the anti-vaccination experts. These moron ‘muslim’
doctors flaunting their jahaalat are capable of only disgorging emotional rebuttals devoid
of scientific facts.
Displaying their shocking ignorance, the Juhala imams say in their moronic fatwa:
“Based on what was conveyed by the trusted Muslim doctors and medical experts, the
vaccine for the Coronavirus is permissible according to the Islamic law as there is no
known religious harm attributed to being vaccinated nor does it contain any forbidden
substances.”
This statement is pregnant with satanic LIES. These doctors consulted by the moron imams
are not trustworthy. They are supposed to be ‘intellectuals’, yet they conceal the mass of

evidence presented by the anti-vaccination experts who are highly qualified personnel in
their fields of medicine.
What do these ignoramuses mean by ‘religious harm’? Whatever is haraam and harmful to
even the physical body is ‘religiously’ harmful and prohibited. There is a deluge of
evidence to prove that vaccines are laced with poison and najaasat (impure substances),
and that these evil potions cause enduring harm of the gravest kind. But the moron imams
are too dim and dense in their brains to understand the scientific facts which the antivaccination scientists present, or they (the moron imams) are simply unconcerned with the
truth since their objective is to bootlick the Australian government.
The permissibility, in fact incumbency to be vaccinated, stated by the moron imams of
Australia is a monstrous falsehood. It is devoid of any Shar’i basis. It is based on the onesided views of moron ‘muslim’ doctors who are all in league with Iblees. Those who are
spear heading this vaccination conspiracy are genuine Satanists.
Muslims in Australia should ignore the corrupt, baseless, satanic moronic ‘fatwa’ of the
juhala imams council of Australia.
“As concern for population growth started to grow and the final plans to bring in the
New World Order were put in place, this LIE CALLED VACCINES was transformed
into pure EVIL, as it was realized as that such delivery systems could be used to
intentionally cause disease, which is now being done under the US Code, Title 50,
Chapter 32, pages 1520 and 1524. You can read it yourself at your local library, or go to
http:/www.dcarley.comTitle%2050%20US%20Code.htm.
(Rebecca Carley, M.D.)
----------==========----------==========----------==========
VACCINES- THE WITCH’S BREW
VACCINATION –WEAPON OF MASS DESTRUCTION
BY Rebecca Carley, M.D.
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The basic truth that served as the foundation for the mountain of lies known as
vaccinations was the observation that mammals who recover from infection with
microorganisms acquire natural immunity from further infections. Whenever T cells (the
little packman cells which kill viruses, bacteria, and cancer cells, thus conferring cellular
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Rebecca Carley, M.D. June 28, 2009
“One basic truth can be used as a foundation for a mountain of lies, and if we dig down
deep enough in the mountain of lies, and bring out that truth, to set it on top of the
mountain of lies; the entire mountain of lies will crumble under the weight of that one
truth. And there is nothing more devastating to a structure of lies than the revelation of the
truth upon which the structure of lies was built, because the shock waves of the revelation
of the truth reverberate, and continue to reverberate throughout the Earth for generations to
follow, awakening even those people who had no desire to be awakened to the truth.” (by
Delamar Duvaris as written in the preface of “Behold the Pale Horse” by William Cooper).

immunity) and B cells (antibody producing cells which confer humoral immunity) are
activated by various substances foreign to the body called antigens, some of the T and B
cells become memory cells. Thus, the next time the individual meets up with that same
antigen, the immune system can be quickly triggered to demolish it.
This is the process known as immunity.
This truth gave birth to a beLIEf that if a foreign antigen was injected into an individual,
that individual would then become immune to a future infection. This beLIEf, (you see the
lie in the middle), was given the name, “vaccinations”. What the promoters of vaccination
failed to realize is that the respiratory tract of ALL mammals (since animals are just as
devastated by these inoculations with disease as are humans) contain secretory IgA (an
antibody which initiates the natural God given immune Top level mad scientists
response) within the respiratory tract mucosa. Bypassing this from Nazi Germany were
mucosal aspect of the immune system by directly injecting actually brought to the
organisms into the bloodstream leads to a corruption in the United States through
immune system itself. As a result, the pathogenic viruses or “Operation
Paperclip”,
bacteria cannot be eliminated by the immune system and and have been continuing
remain in the body, where they will further grow and/or mutate their work to this day in
as the individual is exposed to ever more antigens and toxins in places like Brookhaven
the environment which continue to assault the immune system. labs, Cold Spring Harbor
and Plum Island.

The mechanism by which the immune system is corrupted can
best be realized when you understand that the two poles of the immune system (the cellular
and humoral mechanisms) have a reciprocal relationship. Thus, when one is stimulated, the
other is inhibited. Since vaccines activate the B cells to secrete antibody, the T cells are
subsequently suppressed. This suppression of the cell mediated response is a key factor in
the development of cancer and life threatening infections. In fact, the “prevention” of a
disease via vaccination is, in reality, an inability to expel organisms due to the suppression
of the cell-mediated response. Thus, rather than preventing disease; they actually prevent
the disease from ever being resolved. The organisms continue circulating through the body,
mutating and transforming into other organisms (as demonstrated by the work of Professor
Antoine Bechamp), depending on the acidity and toxicity of the internal terrain of the
body. Note that Bechamp proved that Louis
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Pasteur’s “germ theory” of disease was incorrect due to this ability of organisms to
transform and mutate based on the body’s internal terrain (as Pasteur admitted on his
deathbed). Thus, treatment of infection with antibiotics as well as “prevention” of disease
with vaccines are both just examples of cutting off the branches of dis-ease, when the root
of the cause is a toxic internal environment. However, since Pasteur’s germ theory was
conducive to the profits of the burgeoning pharmaceutical companies who only manage
dis-ease, no mention of the work of Professor Bechamp has been made in medical school
curricula.
To make matters worse than the suppression of cellular immunity which occurs when
vaccines are injected, adjuvants (which are substances added to vaccines to enhance the
antibody response) can actually lead to serious side effects themselves. Adjuvants include
oil emulsions, mineral compounds (which may contain the heavy metal aluminum),
bacterial products, liposomes (which allow delayed release of substances), and squalene.
The side effects of adjuvants themselves include hyperactivity of B cells leading to
pathologic levels of antibody production, as well as allergic reaction to the adjuvants

themselves (as demonstrated in Gulf War I soldiers injected with vaccines containing the
adjuvant squalene, to which antibodies were found in many soldiers). Note that the
pathologically elevated hyperactivity of antibody production caused by adjuvants also
results in a distraction from the other antigens that the immune system encounters
“naturally”, which must be addressed to maintain health.
This hyperactivity of the humoral (antibody producing) pole of the immune system is, in
this author’s opinion, the sole cause of all autoimmune diseases. The only thing which
determines which autoimmune disease you develop is which tissues in your body are
attacked by autoantibodies.
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The brain and spinal cord can also be attacked with auto-antibodies (which this author
refers to as vaccine induced encephalitis), leading to a variety of neurological diseases. The
most severe of these, leading to death, are sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) and most
cases of “shaken baby syndrome”. If components of the myelin sheath (the insulating
covering of nerve fibers which allows proper nerve conduction) or the actual
neurofilaments themselves are attacked by auto-antibodies, the resultant condition is
determined solely by the location of the damage done.
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If the inside lining of the gastrointestinal tract (the mucosa) is attacked by autoantibodies
you develop leaky gut syndrome (which leads to food allergies when partially digested
food particles are released into the bloodstream, are recognized as antigens foreign to the
body, and elicit an antibody response against those food particles that becomes heightened
every time that same food is eaten and released into the bloodstream partially digested
again). Crohn’s disease and colitis are also caused by auto-antibody attack on the mucosa
of the GI tract itself. If the islet (insulin producing) cells of the pancreas are attacked by
auto-antibodies, you develop insulin dependent (juvenile) diabetes. If the respiratory
mucosa is attacked by auto-antibodies, you develop “leaky lung” syndrome where, just as
with leaky gut, antigens recognized as foreign to the body which are inhaled are able to
traverse the lining of the respiratory tract, causing the creation of antibodies against those
antigens (usually dust, mold, pet or pollen antigens). When these substances are inhaled
again, the allergic response producing constriction of the bronchioles is called asthma. If
the components of the articular surface of the joints are attacked by auto-antibodies, you
develop rheumatoid (or juvenile) arthritis. If the skin is attacked, you develop “leaky skin”
syndrome, where contact antigens which could not otherwise traverse the skin are allowed
in, leading to skin allergies to contact antigens. Additionally, depending on which level of
the skin is attacked by auto-antibodies, (i.e., the epidermis or dermis), you develop eczema,
psoriasis or scleroderma. If the kidney tissue is attacked by auto-antibodies, you develop
one of the many types of nephritis, depending on which component of renal tissue is
attacked (for example, with glomerulonephritis, the basement membrane of the glomerular
apparatus within the kidney (which filters blood to form urine) is attacked by autoantibodies, thus allowing protein to escape from the serum into the urine). If you develop
auto-antibodies against thyroid gland tissue, you develop Grave’s disease. If you develop
auto-antibodies against the tissue of the thymus gland (which is crucial in T cell production
and function), you develop myasthenia gravis. If you develop auto-antibodies against the
very DNA in the nucleus of all cells, you develop systemic Lupus (thus, the potential
autoimmune potential of DNA vaccines being developed now is self evident; worse yet,
DNA components from these vaccines can be incorporated into your DNA, leading to
actual genetic changes which could cause extinction of all (vaccinated) life on the Earth).
And on, and on, and on.

Such neurological conditions include but are not limited to minimal brain dysfunction,
ADD/ADHD, learning disabilities, mental retardation, criminal behavior, the spectrum of
pervasive developmental disorders (including autism), multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s, Lou
Gehrig’s disease, Guillen Barre,, seizure disorders, etc., etc. etc. (Please note that other
toxins are also sometimes involved, such as: aspartame, Lymes and mercury in cases of
MS; aspartame in seizures; or pesticides in cases of Parkinson’s). Thus, when detoxing to
reverse these diseases, these other substances must also be detoxed to obtain a full
recovery. However, the corruption of the immune system caused by the injection of
vaccines is a key component in these disease states leading to immune malfunction, and is
the reason why an autistic child may also have leaky gut or eczema, etc. Note that myelin
production, for the most part, does not begin until after birth.
Most myelin is apparently laid down by age 5 years and usually completed by age 10
years, judging by the level of success at various ages in reversing autistic and other
neurological VIDS symptoms that this author has observed in hundreds of children by
detoxing the viruses with homeopathic nosodes, and repairing the immune corruption by
simultaneous administration of bovine colostrum (i.e., after 10 years of age, the ability to
stop and repair auto-antibody induced damage in the myelin sheath and neurofilaments
themselves is dramatically decreased).
Thus, the hyperactivity of the humoral arm of the immune system in autoimmune disease
is caused by adjuvants added just for that purpose. However, the autoimmunity itself (i.e.,
antibody against self) has several mechanisms, including the following:
1. The antigens present in the culture media itself cannot be completely filtered and
separated from the organisms cultured thereon. Thus, any antibodies formed against
antigens from the culture cells themselves (for example myelin basic protein from chick
embryos or the 13 vaccines which now contain aborted fetal cells) can cross-react to form
an autoimmune reaction against the myelin basic protein in your myelin sheath, etc.
2. Molecular mimicry is due to similarity of proteins contained in organisms and
mammals. (For example, the measles virus is made up of proteins similar to myelin basic
protein; thus, antibodies formed against the measles virus antigens subsequently also cause
an auto-antibody attack against myelin basic protein in the myelin sheath due to cross
reactivity of these antibodies).
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3. intentional inclusion of antigens in vaccines to cause formation of antibodies that attack
specific hormones or races (for example, experiments done on women of childbearing age
in the Philippines and probably other locations where HCG (human chorionic
gonadotropin, the hormone produced when women first become pregnant) placed into
vaccines given these women resulted in antibodies against the HCG hormone, and
subsequent spontaneous abortion thus occurred when the women became pregnant. It is
also this author’s hypothesis that the epidemic of vitiligo in people of color (hypo
pigmentation of skin caused by auto-antibody attack on melanocytes (melanin producing
cells) in skin) is also occurring due to intentional inclusion of melanin in vaccines given to
people of color.
In addition to the above phenomena which lead to simultaneous depression of cellular
immune function and hyperactivity of humoral immune function, vaccines also contain
other toxic substances which can cause serious side effects themselves. The following
ingredients are actually listed on the CDC website with this introductory statement: “Many

things in today’s world, including food and medicines, have chemicals added to them to
prevent the growth of germs and reduce spoilage.” Translation: you,re already toxic, so
what’s the big deal with adding more poison? This author’s answer to that question is that
any immunotoxin can end up being the “straw that breaks the immune system’s back” in
that individual, leading to dis-ease. This is where genetics is key; i.e., not that what disease
you develop is actually caused by some “gene” in most cases; but rather that your genes
determine the strength of your immune system (i.e., how many assaults your immune
system can take before it reaches critical mass, and you develop a dis-ease).
Some additional ingredients in vaccines (as listed by the CDC on their website) include
antibiotics, aluminum gels, formaldehyde, monosodium glutamate (MSG), egg protein, and
sulfites. Thus, we have antibiotics (which you could be allergic to); aluminum (highly
involved in causing Alzheimer’s disease); formaldehyde (a toxic carcinogenic substance
used to pickle dead people); MSG ( a potent excitotoxin which, like aspartame, can cause
seizures, brain tumors, etc.); egg protein (to which you could have a life threatening
anaphylactic reaction); and sulphites (another toxin which we are advised not to consume
much of orally, but in vaccines, it is injected directly into the blood stream). Is this not a
veritable witch’s brew of chemicals, organisms, and animal or human (aborted fetus) body
parts? Note in this list that they do not mention the ethylmercury containing preservative
thimerosol, which has been the only dangerous substance in vaccines to receive
mainstream media attention (albeit most of that being disinformation) after the explosion in
the rate of occurrence of autism in the last generation became self-evident proof that
vaccines are the causative factor. For, although the scientists working for the medical mafia
continue to use statistics to twist and spin their data to make us beLIEve that vaccines are
not the cause, too many thousands of parents have watched their children enter the
downward spiral into autism after their children received the vaccine which was the straw
that broke the back of their child’s immune system. No matter what the “white coats” tell
these parents; they know the truth!
Mercury (also in dental amalgam fillings) is a highly toxic heavy metal, has been
documented to cause cancer, and can be absorbed through the digestive track, skin, and
respiratory track.
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Although the symptoms of mercury poisoning are identical to the symptoms of autism, it
should be noted that most children who descend into the hellish state known as autism do
so after the MMR vaccine. The MMR vaccine is one of the few vaccines that do not
contain mercury. Thus, it is self-evident that the removal of mercury will not make
vaccines “safe”. (This is why the mercury is the only thing being addressed at all; because
when the people reading this paper realize that the very mechanism by which vaccines
corrupt the immune system means that NO vaccine is safe and effective; there will be an
evolution of consciousness where the structure of lies telling us vaccines are safe and
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Mercury is 1,000 times more toxic than lead, and is second only to uranium as the most
toxic metal. If children receive all recommended vaccines, they will receive 2,370 times
the “allowable safe limit” for mercury in the first two years of life (as if there is such a
thing as a “safe” amount of a toxic poison). Yet, even after Congressional hearings
instigated by Congressman Dan Burton (whose own grandchild became autistic after
receiving vaccines) resulted in the FDA requesting (not ordering) vaccine manufacturers to
remove this toxic heavy metal from their products, mercury is still present in many
vaccines.

effective disintegrates.) In the autistic community, this will lead to an exodus from the
multiple autism groups saying it is all about the mercury or worse yet, that autism genes
are “inherited”, to the only group which has their focus on the actual
problem. This group is named TAAP (the Autism Autoimmunity Project at
www.taap.info/), and is led by April Oakes. In this author’s opinion, it will be TAAP in
alliance with the vaccine damaged soldiers and vets of the American Gulf War Veterans
Association at www.agwva.org led by Peter Kawaja which, working together, will stop this
holocaust on humanity called VIDS. The good news is that these VIDS can be reversed
using natural remedies contained in the Hippocrates Protocol (www.drcarley.com). This
“surgical strike” detoxification approach which has the potential to reverse ALL of the
aforementioned conditions under the VIDS umbrella as long as detoxification is started
early enough (before age 10 for neurological VIDS) will be the one truth put on top of the
mountain of lies (that vaccines are safe and effective) that will cause the entire mountain of
vaccine lies to crumble. Combined with a massive outpouring of public support to these
two organizations, the root of the tree of vaccine evil will be exposed. Thus, the holocaust
on humanity (where instead of people being put in concentration camps, the concentration
camps are being put into the people) will finally be put to an end.
Unfortunately, we can no longer pretend that this epidemic of VIDS is merely a “mistake”
made by good intentioned, albeit misguided mad scientists. Because it’s even worse than
the above, folks we are talking TREASON and CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, PETS,
and even PLANTS, (which are also being genetically modified to create vaccines). The
evidence for this is as follows:
As concern for population growth started to grow and the final plans to bring in the New
World Order were put in place, this lie called vaccines was transformed into pure evil, as it
was realized that such delivery systems could be used to intentionally cause disease, which
is now being done under the US Code, Title 50, Chapter 32, § 1520 and 1524. You can
read it for yourself at your local library, or go to
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http://www.drcarley.com/Title%2050%20US%20Code.htm .
This law has been in place since the 1960’s, and it was last modified in April of 2000. The
only stipulation made for experimentation on human subjects is that local civilian officials
be notified 30 days before the experiment is started. Section 1524 adds that the Secretary
of Defense may enter into agreements with the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
provide support for vaccination programs through use of excess peacetime biological
weapons (i.e., weapons of mass destruction). In April 2000, § 1520 (a) was passed to put
alleged restrictions on the use of human subjects for testing of chemical or biological
agents after a caller on C Span mentioned this law in 1999, which revealed this treasonous
law to a huge audience of listeners (including this author, who has been including it in
lectures and written materials since that call came into “Washington Journal”). However,
the exceptions written to Title 50, chapter 32 under § 1520 subsection (b) in the 2000 law
passed by our aiders and abettors of treason in Congress not only loophole back in a test
carried out for “any peaceful purpose that is related to a medical, therapeutic,
pharmaceutical, agricultural, industrial, or research activity”; but add that such biological
and chemical warfare agents can now be also used for any law enforcement purpose,
including “any purpose related to riot control” (just in case those C Span listeners should
actually get off the couch at the horror of what the traitors in Washington, D.C. are doing
to God’s people). Subsection (c) of this law now mandates that “informed consent” be

required. In reality, not a single vaccine has ever been tested for its long term side effects
(including carcinogenic potential). Additionally, the intentional introduction of stealth
viruses, (including man-made viruses that cause cancer, mycoplasma and the HIV virus),
antigens which target certain races, (and surely a microchip in the future) into vaccines
makes it self evident that informed consent is impossible, as it would initiate impeachment
proceedings and war crimes trials against every “public servant” involved in perpetrating
these crimes against the American people, in violation of the Nuremberg Code (which was
written after the end of WW II to prevent the barbaric experiments that occurred in the
Nazi concentration camps).
What most people don’t know is that the top level mad scientists from Nazi Germany were
actually brought to the United States through “Operation Paperclip”, and have been
continuing their work to this day in places like Brookhaven labs, Cold Spring Harbor and
Plum Island in this author’s backyard on Long Island. (To see the document proving that
American scientists created the HIV virus, this author refers you to p. 442 of Death in the
Air by Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz, where you can read the 1969 document in which the U.S.
military/CIA and Rockefeller directed National Academy of Sciences-National Research
Council (NAS-NRC) announced that a research program to explore the feasibility of
“creating a new infective microorganismwhich would be refractory to the immunological
and therapeutic processes upon which we depend to maintain our relative freedom from
infectious disease” could be completed at a total cost of $10 million.) Yes, this is what
your tax dollars are going towards, folks. But hang on to your hat, because it only gets
worse.
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Dr. James R. Shannon, former director of the National Institute of Health reported in
December, 2003 that “the only safe vaccine is one that is never used”. However, the
reverberating truth, “the shot heard round the world” which will lead to the evolution of
consciousness necessary to stop the holocaust against humanity known as vaccinations,
will be that not only are vaccinations not safe or effective, but that they are actually
weapons of mass destruction being perpetrated upon humanity in the name of health, for
the purpose of genocide and to bring in the New World Order. Part 2 of the genocidal plan
could drop anytime with activation of the Model State Health Emergency Powers Act
whenever the next fabricated terrorist attack using biological agents occurs. Worse yet, the
Congressional traitors in Washington posing as public “servants” are doing all they can to
pass “Codex” legislation which will make the natural remedies and supplements used in
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The most heinous, bone chilling and evil piece of this puzzle has been revealed to the
world by an American hero named Peter Kawaja, who worked in the late 1980’s as a
security and counter terrorism expert for the United States government (a service for which
he has been rewarded with the murder of his wife, torching of his home, issuance of a war
crimes subpoena to (they thought) confiscate all his evidence, illegal IRS liens on all
subsequent income, and multiple attempts on his own life, all funded by YOUR tax
dollars). Please go to www.agwva.org/mission.htm and read some of the 34 counts that Mr.
Kawaja brought against the domestic traitors to America (in both their individual and
governmental capacities) in a federal lawsuit in which the perpetrators, again, used your
tax dollars to hire themselves attorneys from the Department of “Justice” whose defense of
their war criminal clients was that they are “immune, under color of law”. (You can listen
to Mr. Kawaja on one of his multiple internet radio shows, including “What’s Ailing
America?” which he co-hosts with this author at www.highway2health.net every
Wednesday at 10 PM, EST.

the Hippocrates Protocol developed by this author to reverse all dis-eases only available by
prescription. So, you didn’t hear about that on your local news station either? Please go to
the site of another American hero, John Hamill of the International Alliance for Health
Freedom (who reversed his schizophrenia symptoms with these natural supplements and
has dedicated his life to stop Codex from passing) at www.iahf.com .
Wake up, America-it’s getting very late. It is time for the mountain of lies to crumble.
Please spread the world to everyone you know we can make it happen. The time to stop
chopping at branches and get to the root of this evil is now.
----------==========----------==========----------==========
EIGHTEEN REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD NOT VACCINATE YOUR
CHILDREN
by Bill Sardi
A Fatal Heart Attack Can Occur With Normal Coronary Arteries
This year it is more important that you protect your children and loved ones from the flu
vaccines than influenza itself. Here are the reasons:
1. This flu is simply another flu. It is not unusually deadly. In fact, the H1N1 swine flu in
circulation is less deadly than many other influenza outbreaks. The first 1000 confirmed
swine flu cases in Japan and China produced zero deaths. The Centers for Disease Control
alleges 36,000 Americans succumb to the flu each year, but so far, since March through
August of 2009 (6 months), the swine flu has been attributed to ~500–600 deaths in the
US. The swine flu of 2009 has already swept through the Southern Hemisphere’s flu
season without alarm.
Only exaggerated reports have been issued by the World Health Organization regarding
hospitalizations required during the flu season in South American countries. Getting
exposed to influenza and developing natural antibodies confers resistance for future flu
outbreaks. Artificially boosting antibodies by exposure to flu viruses in vaccines is more
problematic than natural exposure. Americans have been exposed to the H1N1 swine flu
throughout the summer of 2009 with far fewer deaths and hospitalizations than commonly
attributed to the seasonal flu.
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2. Health authorities tacitly admit prior flu vaccination programs were of worthless value.
This is the first time both season and pandemic flu vaccines will be administered. Both
seasonal flu and swine flu vaccines will require two inoculations. This is because single
inoculations have failed to produce sufficient antibodies. Very young children and older
frail adults, the high-risk groups in the population, may not produce sufficient antibodies in
response to the flu vaccine. This is an admission that prior flu vaccines were virtually
useless. The same people who brought you the ineffective vaccines in past years are
bringing you this year’s new vaccines. Can you trust them this time?
3. In addition to failure to produce sufficient antibodies, this swine flu vaccine is brought to
you by the same people who haven’t been able to adequately produce a seasonal flu
vaccine that matches the flu strain in circulation. In recent years flu vaccination has been
totally worthless because the strains of the flu in circulation did not match the strain of the
virus in the vaccines. Authorities claim the prevalent flu strain in circulation in midSeptember ’09 is the H1N1 swine flu, which appears to be milder than past seasonal
influenza in circulation. If this data is correct, why receive the season flu shot this year?

4. The vaccines will be produced by no less than four different manufacturers, possibly
with different additives (called adjuvants) and manufacturing methods. The two flu
inoculations may be derived from a multi-dose vial and in a crisis, and in short supply, it
will be diluted to provide more doses and then adjuvants must be added to trigger a
stronger immune response. Adjuvants are added to vaccines to boost production of
antibodies but may trigger autoimmune reactions. Some adjuvants are mercury
(thimerosal), aluminum and squalene. Would you permit your children to be injected with
lead? Lead is very harmful to the brain. Then why would you sign a consent form for your
kids to be injected with mercury, which is even more brain-toxic than lead? Injecting
mercury may fry the brains of American kids.
5. This is the first year mock vaccines have been used to gain FDA approval. Mock
vaccines are made to gain approval of the manufacturing method and then the prevalent
virus strain in circulation is added just days before it is actually placed into use. Don’t
subject your children to experimental vaccines. Yes, these vaccines have been tested on
healthy kids and adults, but they are not the same vaccines your children will be given.
Those children with asthma, allergies, type I diabetes, etc. are at greater risk for side
effects. Children below the age of 2 years do not have a sufficient blood–brain barrier
developed and are subject to chronic brain infections that emanate into symptoms that are
called autism. Toddlers should not be subjected to injected viruses.
6. Over-vaccination is a common practice now in America. American children are
subjected to 29 vaccines by the age of two. This means a little bit of disease is being
injected into young children continually during their most formative years! Veterinarians
have backed off of repeat vaccination in dogs because of observed side effects.
7. Health officials want to vaccinate women during pregnancy, subjecting the fetal brain to
an intentional biological assault. A recent study showed exposure flu viruses among
women during pregnancy provoke a similar gene expression pattern in the fetus as that
seen in autistic children. This is a tacit admission that vaccines, which inject a little bit of
influenza into humans, causes autism.
8. Modern medicine has no explanation for autism, despite its continued rise in prevalence.
Yet autism is not reported among Amish children who go unvaccinated. Beware the
falsehoods of modern medicine.
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10. This triple reassortment virus appears to be man made. The H1N1 swine flu virus of
2009 coincidentally appeared in Mexico on the same week that President Nicolas Sarkozy
of France visited Mexican president Felipe Calderon, to announce that France intends to
build a multi-million dollar vaccine plant in Mexico. An article written by Ron Maloney of
the Seguin, Texas Gazette-Enterprise newspaper announces a "rehearsal for a pandemic
disaster" scheduled for May 2, 2009. The article says: "Guadalupe County emergency
management and their counterparts around the country are preparing for just such a
scenario…" This means county health authorities across the U.S. had been preparing a
rehearsal for mass vaccinations prior to the announced outbreak in Mexico. Virologists
admit this part swine flu/part avian flu/part human flu virus must have taken time to
develop. But it somehow wasn’t detected by hundreds of flu monitoring stations across the
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9. School kids are likely to receive nasally-administered vaccines (Flu-Mist) that require no
needle injection. But this form of live vaccine produces viral shedding which will surely be
transmitted to family members. What a way to start an epidemic!

globe. On April 24, 2009 Dr. John Carlo, Dallas County Medical Director, alludes that the
H1N1 strain of the Swine flu as possibly being engineered in a laboratory. He says: "This
strain of swine influenza that’s been cultured in a laboratory is something that’s not been
seen anywhere actually in the United States and the world, so this is actually a new strain
of influenza that’s been identified." (Globe & Mail, Canada)
11. Recall the swine flu scare of 1976. In a politically charged atmosphere where Gerald
Ford was seeking election to the Presidency, the swine flu suddenly appeared at a military
base. Vaccine was produced and millions of Americans were vaccinated. But the vaccine
was worse than the disease, causing hundreds of cases of Guillain Barre syndrome and a
few deaths. In a replay of the past, the White House is directly involved in promoting the
H1N1 2009 swine flu vaccine. The federal government will use federal funds to pay off
schools to administer vaccines, promote vaccination via highway billboards and TV
advertisements, and conduct military-style mass inoculations in such rapid fashion that if
side effects occur, it will be too late. The masses will have been vaccinated already. Over
$9 billion has been allotted by the federal government to develop and deliver an unproven
and experimental flu vaccine. Don’t be a guinea pig for the government.
12. Researchers are warning that over-use of the flu vaccine and anti-flu drugs like Tamiflu
and Relenza can apply genetic pressure on flu viruses and then they are more likely to
mutate into a more deadly strain. US health authorities want 70% of the public to be
vaccinated against the flu this ’09 season, which is more than double the vaccination
percentage of any prior flu season. This would certainly apply greater genetic pressure for
the flu to mutate into a more virulent strain.
13. Most seasonal influenza A (H1N1) virus strains tested from the United States and other
countries are now resistant to Tamiflu (oseltamivir). Tamiflu has become a nearly
worthless drug against seasonal flu. According to data provided by the Centers for Disease
Control, among 1148 seasonal flu samples tested, 1143 (99.6%) were resistant to Tamiflu!
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14. As the flu season progresses the federal government may coerce or mandate Americans
to undergo vaccination. France has already ordered enough vaccine to inoculate their entire
population and has announced that vaccination will be mandatory. The US appears to be
waiting to announce mandatory vaccination at a later date when it can scare the public into
consenting to the vaccine. The federal government is reported to be hiring people to visit
homes of unvaccinated children. This sounds like the Biblical account of Pharaoh
attempting to eradicate all the young Israelite baby boys. Must we hide our babies now?
15. Public health authorities have cried wolf every flu season to get the public to line up for
flu shots. Health authorities repeatedly publish the bogus 36,000 annual flu-related deaths
figure to scare the public into getting flu shots. But that figure is based on the combined
deaths from pneumonia in the elderly and the flu. Maybe just 5000–6000 or so flu-related
deaths occur annually, mostly among individuals with compromised immune systems, the
hospitalized, individuals with autoimmune disease or other health problems. As stated
above, the swine flu in full force has only resulted in ~500–600 deaths in the first six
months in circulation and it is far more dreaded by public health authorities than the
seasonal flu. The Centers for Disease Control issues a purchase order for flu vaccines and
then serves as the public relations agency to get the public to pay for the vaccines. Out of a
population of 325 million Americans, only 100 million doses of flu vaccine have been
administered each year and no epidemic has erupted among the unvaccinated.

16. The news media is irresponsible in stirring up unfounded fear over this coming flu
season. Just exactly how ethical is it for newspapers to publish reports that a person has
died of the swine flu when supposedly thousands die of the flu annually? In the past the
news media hasn’t chosen to publicize each and every flu-related death, but this time it has
chosen to frighten the public. Why? Examine the chart below. The chart shows that the late
flu season of 2009 peaked in week 23 (early June) and has dissipated considerably.
While every childhood flu-related death should be considered tragic, and the number of
flu-related pediatric deaths in 2009 is greater than prior flu seasons as a percentage, in real
numbers it is not a significant increase.
According to data provided by the Centers for Disease Control, for week 34 ending
August 29, 2009, there were 236 hospitalizations and 37 deaths related to the flu. That
would represent just 5 hospitalizations and less than one death per State, which is "below
the epidemic threshold."
17. Public health officials are irresponsible in their omission of any ways to strengthen
immunity against the flu. No options outside of problematic vaccines and anti-flu drugs are
offered, despite the fact there is strong evidence that vitamins C and D activate the immune
system and the trace mineral selenium prevents the worst form of the disease where the
lungs fill up with fluid and literally drown a flu-infected person. The only plausible
explanation as to why the flu season typically peaks in winter months is a deficiency of
sunlight-produced vitamin D. Protect your family. Arm your immune system with vitamins
and trace minerals.
18. Will we ever learn if the flu vaccine this year is deadly in itself? In 1993 the federal
government hid a deadly flu vaccine that killed thousands of nursing home patients. It was
the first year that flu shots were paid for by Medicare. The vaccine-related mortality was so
large that this set back the life expectancy of Americans for the first time since the 1918
Spanish flu! Mortality reports take a year or two to tabulate and the federal government
may choose not to reveal the true mortality rate and whether it was related to the flu or the
vaccines. You say this couldn’t happen?
It did in 1993!
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